Industrial Wireless for High-Performance Applications
Designed for the ultra-fast roaming demands of modern free-moving robots

Automation in industry is evolving at a rapid pace and
industrial communications play a vital role. From the
beginning of the supply chain, through production, all
the way to fulfillment, a Connected Enterprise enables
greater productivity thanks to decreased downtime.
ProSoft Technology has developed a dedicated portfolio of
industrial communications products to ensure reliability,
flexibility, and efficiency while enabling modern mobile
robotic technologies like AGVs, Skillets, EMS and others.

Do you have too much interference?
In factory automation applications, or in automated logistics applications,
radio-frequency real estate is often a limited resource. IT and OT teams
need to work together to designate RF channels for different applications.
ProSoft’s RLX2 radios are designed to overcome these challenges, and
only require 1 channel for high-performance roaming. Depending on the
application and risk of interference from other networks, the solution may
be complete with MIMO antennas, directional antennas, or even radiating
cable, all available from ProSoft’s large portfolio of wireless accessories.

Your Connectivity Toolkit

RLX2-IHNF (IP20)

Are you maintaining communications while
roaming?
RLX2-IHNF-W (IP67)

In industrial control applications, PLCs, I/O, and other industrial electronics
need to communicate quickly and reliably. This is especially true in mobile
applications where EtherNet/IP™ CIP Safety, or PROFINET PROFIsafe
may be used. ProSoft’s portfolio of RLX2-IHNF radios were engineered for
these industrial control applications, and enable high-performance, freemoving robotics with our industry-leading fast roaming times of 10ms
or less. This roaming performance is 5 times faster than other industrial
wireless companies. There is no special configuration required: The
intelligence is built-in and ready to work for you.

Do you have enough bandwidth?
A network of RLX2 radios in free-moving robotic applications enables
data to flow between the mobile robot and the main controller. It is
critical that this EtherNet/IP or PROFINET data flows reliably, without
significant constraint on the bandwidth from the networking equipment.
While the total bandwidth capabilities of the RLX2 radios are 300mbps,
these radios are engineered to roam with industry-leading speeds, with
a bandwidth of 65mbps. This is more than 4 times the bandwidth in
roaming applications of other industrial wireless companies.
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Support and expertise for your projects
ProSoft provides a variety of resources and services for wireless applications from
initial system design to site surveys to launch support and configuration support.
To learn more, contact Brian Allport: Cell (267) 500-4314 | E-mail ballport@prosoft-technology.com
Tech Support E-mail support@prosoft-technology.com | Tech Support Phone 661-716-5100
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